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Editorial -  
 
Firstly   I have two apologies to make .  The date of the cycle race  
featured in last quarter’s  newsletter was out by a whole month.  It 
should have read August not September. 
Secondly in resetting the type , the writer’s credits were lost. Thanks 
to Sue Wiseman for her article on the Big Storm and power cut  and I 
commend her on the accompanying amusing cartoon. 
 

Since our last newsletter the Group held its AGM and Stewards’ 
Lunch in the new lounge of the Hall.  This year we were indeed      
fortunate to have our Minister Dr David Bartholomew to talk to us on 
his part in finding the Galloway Hoard of Viking artefacts in the  
afternoon. 
 

Chairman’s Report for 2016 

 

Our exhibition in 2016, Local Tales and Legends and Spooky Stories, 
was a great success.  We had mounted an exhibition with a similar 
title about 15 years ago but this time we were able to add to it and 
give it a fresh look which was enhanced by the spooky atmosphere 
conjured up in the centre. Over 1000 visitors came, just slightly less 
than in 2015 

The exhibition will be featured in this year’s Carsphairn school  
calendar.  The children came to the exhibition, looked for information 
which they then recorded pictorially as well as in the written word for 
their colourful calendars. 
Two guided walks to the leadmines took place, a McAdam trail was 
devised and tested and we held a launch as well as a private viewing 
for those who are interested in the Glenkens Story. We continued to 
provide family history information this year, coincidentally, for  
families with surnames starting with M. We’re providing information 
for two books that are being written about the McAdam family, one in 
America and the other in Australia. People visited from all over the 
UK as well as overseas.  Looking at the Visitors Book our greatest 
number of foreign visitors came from Australia. The comments in the 
visitors book were so positive about the area, the exhibition and the 
stewards.  
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Back road to Dalry near 
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Holidays in the Hut
In 1955 and 1956, my parents and I enjoyed a fortnight’s holiday on the 
banks of the River Deugh in the Hut.    From 1957 until 1961, my mother 
and I spent July and August there.
Chores had to be undertaken each day; fresh water had to be collected from 
the spring that lay about 200 metres away, river water for washing had to be 
brought in buckets and left on the little porch floor near the door, food had 
to be brought from the village, milk had to be collected from the ‘dairy’ etc.   
All of these activities were enjoyable, particularly the trip into the village 
about three quarters of a mile away.   Traffic was light and cars of that era 
generally drove at a speed of between forty to fifty miles per hour.   Walk-
ing at the side of the road was relatively safe although we always stepped 
up onto the verge whenever we heard a vehicle approaching.
In the 1950s Carsphairn had two shops, a post office, an hotel and a tea-
room.   The larger of the two shops was run by the Lawrence family.   Old 
Mrs. Lawrence sat all day in the sitting room of the attached house whilst 
her daughters, Di and Helen, served customers.  I remember the decor being 
very dark with only a little space on the counter for actual transactions to 
take place.  The other shop was at the end of the village and was run by a 
couple named Blythe who had returned to Scotland after some years in 
Canada.   The Post Office was the domain of Miss Jeannie Howatson and 
was situated in the small corrugated iron shed that still remains.   The Salu-
tation Hotel was quite old fashioned with an Edwardian ‘feel’.     It had 
changed little since its construction and would remain that way until the 
1970s.   The public bar was at the back of the building.  One house was 
called the ‘dairy’ but I think it was simply that the Macmillans who lived 
there kept a cow.   Years later it became a tearoom.
Not many people had cars in those years so the buses, of which there were 
four a day between Ayr and Castle Douglas, were quite well used.   The 
journey towards Dalmellington was slow as the road was twisty.     In the 
late 1950s it was straightened making the journey to Ayr both easier and 
faster.   Passengers for Ayr sat on a bench next to the old village pump and 
waited until they could see the bus lumbering its way past the war memorial 
before getting up ready to board. (Submitted by Vicki Spence)

* * * * *

For more information on the Hutting Movement, 

www.thousandhuts.org        www.carbethhutters.co.uk

www.andywightman.com>Huts_2013
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We have also become a focus for cycling events, one being the  
refreshment point for a local race and another the watering hole for a 
Lands End to John o’ Groats cycle. Whilst we might not get many  
visitors from these events we do get good publicity which can only 
help. 
Our stewards, as ever, have been so loyal to us and I must say they are 
multi-talented.  27 volunteers stewarded from April through to Sep-
tember and they have been complimented throughout the Visitors 
Book. There’s been just one word of advice this year and that was on 
June 23rd and that was to REMAIN.  
We are grateful to the Carsphairn Renewal Energy Fund Limited  for 
granting us revenue grants as well as funding our flyers and to all 
those members who give generous donations when they send their  
annual subscriptions and to those who give their time and talent so 
freely to the group in so many ways.  
Today we held our annual lunch for the stewards. They are a very  
important part of our team as without them the Group would not be 
able to open during the season. Some are able to walk here, others 
come much further and I am so grateful to them for their time and for 
the welcome and help they give visitors.  It helps to put Carsphairn in 
a positive light in what has been a very difficult year for the  
community. 
Another important part of the team are those who are not actually 
members of the committee but who support the committee in vital 
ways in that they share their skills and talents so freely. 
And now to the committee, the core of the team. I wrote last year that 
meetings are full of strong opinions, positive ideas, much laughter and 
great enthusiasm. I would reiterate that and also add we have  
definitely moved into the 21st century in that we are embracing new 
technology more willingly than in the past.  
This is the last report that I will give as Chairman of this group. It has 
been a pleasure and privilege to be chairman for the last few years. 
There’s such a rich heritage in this area which we are eager to share 
with local inhabitants and those further afield.  This speed with which 
this community is changing is much faster than in the past and it is so 
important that the past is appreciated as greater knowledge of it will 
help decisions in the future. 
 That thought concludes my report, one that is given with the quiet 
satisfaction that this group has continued to thrive in 2016. 

Anna Campbell 
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Of Huts and Holidays 

This quarter, being the middle of the coldest part of the year, thoughts 
turn to holidays and warmer days. Nowadays that may mean foreign  
travel, but in the postwar years of the 20’s and 30’s, and again in the 
50’s, camping holidays were cheap and cheerful for young and not so 
young.  Cycling holidays were popular as were camping in the great out-
doors with heavy canvas ex army tents and fishing in isolated hill lochs a 
wonderful antidote to factory work.  Youth Hostels sprung up in old 
schools and big houses with rooms to spare and big repair bills! 
And so the hut movement began as older generations especially wanted a 
wee bit more comfort and convenience that lugging a big bell tent didn't 
afford!  Whole hutted villages formed eg Carbeth near Glasgow and in 
some Clyde resorts like Arran some owners moved out of their  
houses to allow  for summer visitors and moved into a hut in the garden. 
However, it was not all fun and holidays for some people in the late 40’s. 
Their huts were their only residence as refugees and homeless families 
after the bombing had destroyed huge areas of tenements by the Clyde 
towns. It took time and money to replace the lost housing stock. 
 

There were at least 2 such huts in the Carsphairn area.  One was owned 
by Allan Ramsay, well known as a poet and fisherman in the area.  The 
Ramsay Hut was in existence at Marbrack until the early 80s’ when, no 
longer owned by the Ramsays, it finally fell into such disrepair it was 
removed. 
 

 

 

We are very grateful to Vicki Spencer who has submitted her 
memories of  hut holidays at the Greenwell in the 50’s.  Her 
artcle follows…... 
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The Hut
Older inhabitants of the Carsphairn area may remember a holiday house on 
the banks of the River Deugh about a mile north of the village at Bridgend. It 
sat beside the Green Well of Scotland and could be easily seen from the now 
demolished 1930s road bridge.  It was built by the then principal of Ayr 
Technical College, Harry Turner.  A keen angler, who had camped at the spot 
many times, he gained permission from the landowner Colin Campbell to 
build a hut to house himself and his nephews whenever they wanted to go 
fishing.

And so, in the summer of 1947, before the Town and Country Planning Act 
came into force, he brought a lorry filled with old ammunition boxes and oth-
er wood to the site.  In the space of one week Harry and his nephews built 
“The Hut” as it was always known.  The outer covering was bitumen felt with 
the interior walls being the inner lining of the ammunition boxes.  There was 
one room with a large window to the front and two smaller windows on either 
side.  Just off the main space was a little stove for pots and a small sink.  In 
the middle of the room a free standing range was installed on which to cook.  
Harry, a carpenter to trade, constructed bunks for seating and sleeping as well 
as a foldaway table.  The whole edifice was raised about three feet above 
ground level with steps leading to the door.  This kept the structure dry and 
warm.  Sheep loved to use the posts to scratch and usually woke everyone 
early in the morning.
The Turner family enjoyed six years of fishing and holiday making.  Howev-
er the many nephews, teenagers when the Hut was built, grew up and no 
longer wanted to spend time in a place as dull as Carsphairn.  By 1955 it was 
underused which led Harry to offer it to my father as a spot to take his wife 
and daughter on holiday.  
We enjoyed many holidays there until the Hut was taken down in 1972.
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able to open during the season. Some are able to walk here, others 
come much further and I am so grateful to them for their time and for 
the welcome and help they give visitors.  It helps to put Carsphairn in 
a positive light in what has been a very difficult year for the 
community.
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members of the committee but who support the committee in vital 
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meetings are full of strong opinions, positive ideas, much laughter and 
great enthusiasm. I would reiterate that and also add we have 
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technology more willingly than in the past. 
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with local inhabitants and those further afield.  This speed with which 
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The Burns Supper in Carsphairn to celebrate the 100th birthday 

of Robert Burns. 

 
The inhabitants of the village of Carsphairn and the neighbourhood 
met at the Cross Keys Inn to commemorate the centenary of Burns – 
Mr Wallace Knockgray, in the chair; and after an excellent tea and 
an exhilarating glass, a few speeches and a number of Burns songs 
sung by Mr Wallace and Mr Tait the company retired, being much 
gratified by the reminiscences of their country’s bard and the  
enjoyment of their meeting. 

January 25th 1859 

Back road to Dalry near  
Furmiston, January 1981 

Feeding fish on frozen 
dam Winter 1980-81 
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Find us at:   www.facebook.com/Carsphairnheritagecentre?ref=hl  
 

 

  DON’T FORGET TO LIKE US!!! 
 

If you and your friends like what you see on our Facebook page please click on the 
like button.  This keeps us near the top of the  displayed  pages for all to see! 

     

    * * * * * 

 

 

        

 

 

GETTING IN TOUCH 

 

SEE YOUR PHOTOS GO ROUND THE WORLD!! 
 

 

This quarter we are running a competition to find 4 pictures suitable for  making 
new postcards for sale in the Centre.  It was felt for a while that the ones we had 
were outdated and so we ask you to look out suitable pictures and send them by 
email by the end of February  
 

  to the editor at her NEW DEDICATED EMAIL ADDRESS!! 
    editor@carsphairnheritage.org 

           

Any local scenes, interesting activities related to the area eg farming, preferably in 
colour.        

Just looking ahead 
to spring with a 
“host of golden 
daffodils” 

  Turner’s Holiday hut at the Greenwell of Scotland
1950’s

http://www.facebook.com/Carsphairnheritagecentre?ref=hl

